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1. Introduction. The main outstanding problem in the theory of linear

associative algebras is the determination of all division algebras. We shall

make a noteworthy simplification of the theory of the construction of a type

of algebras T which includes all known division algebras. The simplification

is so great that it would require a hundred pages to obtain our results by the

best earlier method.

The paper gives an elementary exposition from first principles of the

simplified construction of algebras I\ It can be easily read by those familiar

with the concept of real quaternions with the basis 1, i, j, k=ij, complex

quaternions, and, in general, quaternions over any field F. The few further

terms used will be defined. The paper is independent of earlier literature

except that, after proving a result for 3-rowed matrices, we give references

to the similar proof for /»-rowed matrices.

The emphasis on simplicity of exposition is warranted by the importance

of the subject and the fact that the theory has now reached its last stage of

simplicity. The paper will serve as an introduction to the writer's article

New division algebras, in these Transactions, vol. 28 (1926), pp. 207-34

(cited as I), and to current literature based on it. We postpone extensions to

non-Abelian equations whose roots have four or more generators.

2. The algebra r derived from a given algebra 2. The general theory re-

quires a special case, which serves well as an introductory example.

Note that if i is one root of xi—sx+p = 0, the second root is 6{i) =s—i,

while 0[6(i)]=d($-i)=s-(s-i)=i.

But quadratic equations are only the simplest cases of cyclic equations

f(x) = 0 of degree p which are irreducible in a field F and whose roots are

related as follows. If i is one root, it has another root 6(i) which is a poly-

nomial in i with coefficients in F. Using the notation of iteratives (which are

not powers), we write 02(¿) for 0[0(i)], 83(i) for 0[02(i)], etc. Then the roots

of the cyclic equation are i, 6(i), 62(i), ■ • ■ , 0p-1(i), and we have 0v{i) =i.

The field F(i) is composed of all rational functions of i with coefficients in

F, while each such function is known to be equal to a polynomial in i with

coefficients in F. Hence F(i) may be regarded as an algebra over F having the

basis 1, i, i2, • • ■ , ip~l.

* Presented to the Society, February 22, 1930; received by the editors in December, 1929.
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For our introductory example, we take F(i) as algebra 2. Each element

A of 2 is therefore a polynomial A (i) in i with coefficients in F. Since i and 8

are roots of the same equation/(x)=0, irreducible in F, A(i)B(i)=C(i)

implies A(6)B(ß) =C(0). To each A =A(i), let correspond A' = A{6). Hence

(1) {AB)' = A'B',    {A + B)' = A' + B'    for all A and B in 2.

We denote 04')' by either A" or Am. In general, let Aw denote the

element which corresponds to ^4(*_1).   Here

¿<« =A[et(i)], ■ ■ ■ , AM = A[6"(i)] = A(i) = A.

Hence for every y in the present commutative algebra 2, we have

(2) A^y = y A for all A in 2.

To simplify the notations, let p = 3. Ii A, B, C are any polynomials in »,

consider the matrix

I A        B        C     v

Af(i4,JÏ,C) = (  C'7     il'       -ß'     ).

\ £"7    C"7    A"  /

In case 7 = 7' (whence 7 is in F), we find that the product of any two

matrices M (A, B, C) is a third such matrix. Likewise for their sum and for

the product of M by any number in F. Hence the totality of such matrices M

is an associative algebra over F. Special cases of M are

(A     0     0     \ /010\

0     A'   0      ),     T = (   0   0    1   ),       T* =

0     0     A"  I \ 7   0   0 /

We see that

M(A,B,C) = (A) + {B)T+{C)T\  T(A) = {A')T,  P = (7).

The algebra whose elements are the matrices (<4) is evidently equivalent to

the algebra with the elements A. It is now a simple step to infer that the

algebra whose elements are the matrices M(A, B, C) is equivalent to an

algebra T whose elements are A +BE+CE2, with E3=y, EA =A'E.

We readily extend* our proof from 3-rowed to p-rowed matrices and ob-

tain

* I, pp. 217-19.  Simpler in Algebren und ihre Zahlentheorie, p. 59.
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Theorem 1. Let 2 be any given associative algebra of order p. To each

element A of 2 let correspond an element A ' also in 2 such that (1) and (2) hold,

where 7=7' is a self-corresponding element of 2. Then there exists an associ-

ative algebra T whose elements are

(3) A, + AXE + ■ ■ • + ¿p-i-E"-1,

where the A's range independently over 2, suck that

(4) E» = 7,    ErA = A<-r)Er (r = 1,2, • • ■ ; any A  in'S).

By means of (4), the product of any two elements (3) can evidently be

expressed in the form (3).

If in our example of a cyclic equation we replace p, 7, E by q, g, j, re-

spectively, we obtain

Theorem 2. Let an equation be irreducible in afield F and have the roots

i, 8(i), d2(i) =6[d(i)], ■ ■ • , 8q~l{i), where 8(i) is a polynomial in i with coeffi-

cients in F whose qth iterative 6q(i) is equal to i. Then the algebra over F with

the basis* imjn(m, n = 0, 1, • • • ,q — l), where

(5) j* = g(i),jrP(i) = P[erd)]f (r-1,2, ■••)

for every polynomial P(i), is associative if and only if

(6) g(i) = g(ft).

3. Algebras defined by an equation whose roots have two generators.

The roots of £4+c£2+l =0 are i, -i, i/i, -\/i. Write 6(i) = -i, 4>{i) = i/i

= —i3—ci. Then the roots arei,6(i),<f>(i) andô[</>(*')] = <£[0(i)]. As a generali-

zation, let/(£) =0 be an equation of degree pq which is irreducible in a field

F and has the roots

(7) <l>r[d>(i)] (r = 0,l, ••• , p- l;s = 0,l, ••• , q- 1),

where r and s denote iteratives and not exponents, while 0(£) and 0(£) are

polynomials with coefficients in .F.  Further, let

<Kí) = i,  <t>p(i) =«•(*),
e[<P(i)] = *[fl*(0],

where q and p are the least positive integers for which relations of type

(81) and (82) hold.

Let 2 be the algebra over F having the basis imj"(m = 0, 1, • • • , pq — 1;

w = 0, 1, • • • , q — 1) such that (5) and/(z) =0 hold. This 2 may be obtained

from Theorem 2 by replacing F by the field Fi derived by adjoining to F

* Before the associative law is proved j3, j4, • • ■ are to be replaced by j3,ji} • • • .
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all the elementary symmetric functions of i, 6(i), • ■ • , 05~1(¿). Hence the

latter are roots of an equation of degree q with coefficients in Fi} which is

irreducible in Fi by I, §6. Since any polynomial in i over Fi is equal to a

polynomial in i over F, the algebra over Fi in Theorem 2 may be regarded

as our algebra 2 over F.  We assume (6).  Then 2 is associative.

We shall construct an algebra T by means of Theorem 1. Each element

of 2 is of the form

(9) A =   zImOj1,

where the/*(z) are polynomials in i of degrees ^pq — 1 with coefficients in

F.  To A we let correspond*

(io) a'= £/*(*)./'*,  ;"-«/*■
fe-0

In particular, i' = 4>{i).  By means of the relations

(11) j« = g(i), ji = 0(i)j, f(i)=0,

we can evidently reduce any product AB to C, where also B and C are of

type (9). Performing the same operations on i' and j' that we did on i and

j, we conclude that A'B' can be reduced to C by means of the relations

(12) /« = «(*), Mi) = 0[<K¿)]/, /(*) = 0.

In other words, (12) imply the desired property (li).

When do relations (12) hold? In (122) we insert the value (10) of j',

apply (5) for r = x, and obtain a relation which follows at once from (83).

We shall next prove by induction on m that

/" = nrmjmx,

(13)
».(0 = aa(d*)a(e2*) ■ ■ ■ a{d<-m-»x).

For, if we multiply the second member of (13i) on the right by aj* (or _;')

and note that jmxa = a(Omx)jmx by (5), we get 7rm+i/(m+1)l. Hence (13) holds

also when m is replaced by w+1. The case m = q of (13) shows that (12i)

is equivalent to

(14) »rfx = *(*)■

* We desire that 2 be enlarged to r by an extender E—k such that kA—A'k by (4) and such that

(32) shall hold. Hence i'=0(i),/=<*/*.
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In §2 we require a self-corresponding element y = y' of 2. Let* y =ß(i)j'.

By (13),

7' - ß(4>)f* = ß(4>)irej".

By (83) we see by induction that 0*(0)=0(0**). Take k = e and note that

(82) implies 0e(0) = </>i,(0)=0(<Êp)=0(0e). Hence 0ei = 0«, ex = e+Ciq, where

C\ is an integer.f Hence 7'= 7 if and only if

(15) ß(4>)irtgCl = ß,    ci = (ex — e)/q = integer.

It remains only to satisfy condition (2). If it holds for A=B and for

A =C, (1) gives

(BCYp)y = 5<»>>0>7

= BlrtyC = yBC,

whence (2) holds also for A =BC, and likewise for A =B+C. By (9) it there-

fore suffices to prove (2) for the cases A =j and A =a(i), a polynomial in i.

For the latter case,

a(p)(i) = o(<¡>') = a(ö«)

by (8,).  By (5),

ya = ßj'a

= ßa(B')jt = a<>>> (i)y.

Hence there remains only the case A =j of (2), denoted by (2'). By induction

on r, using (13) with m = xr, we get

(i6) jm = a(r')f,(r!)Ti(r1) • • • t/-';v.

Take r = p.   Then (2') requires} that

(17) xp = qci + 1,    ci   an integer.

Hence (2') is equivalent to

(18) a(<t>'-1)irx(<t>'-2)irx'(<t>p-i) ■ • ■ T+-*(4>)T*-ipß(6) = 0.

* In this choice we are guided by (4i) and (82), the fact that/ and E are associated with the re-

spective roots 0 and <f>, and finally by Lemma 2 of I, p. 212.

t This follows also from 7' = 7 and the fact that ? is a minimum in (Hi).

t Also by (8). To prove 9(0*) =4>,{BX>) by induction on s, replace i by <¡> and apply the earlier re-

sult 0»(*) = *(0b) for * = *•.   Take s-p and note that 0fo») =<?(«•) =0»(9)=^»>(e).  Hence 0*"=0.
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By Theorem 1 with E replaced by k, we now have

Theorem 3. Let an equation /(£) =0 be of degree pq, be irreducible in a

field F, and have the roots (7) satisfying relations (8). Consider the algebra

over F having the basis imjnk'(m = 0, 1, • • • , pq — 1; n = 0, 1, ■ • • , q — \\

/ = 0, 1, • • • , p-\) withf(i)=0, (5), and*

(19) k* = ß(i)j',  k'P{i) = P(<y)k', k*j> = [/<'>]•*',

where jir) has the value (16). This algebra is associative if and only if conditions]

(6), (14), (15), and (18) hold.

Simplifications and interpretations of these conditions will be given in

§§7, 8. Theorem 3 is equivalent to that proved by J. Williamson in these

Transactions, vol. 30 (1928), pp. 112-5, by the method used by the writer

for the case x = q — 1 in I, pp. 228-34. That method is much more complicated

than the present one since it examined the conditions for (1) for all A and B,

whereas it suffices to treat the cases (12).

4. Algebras defined by Abelian equations. The cyclic equation in §2 and

the quartic in §3 are examples of Abelian equations. The general one is

defined in

Theorem 4. Let an Abelian equation f(x) =0 be of degree d = pxp% • • • p„,

irreducible in a field F, and have the roots

(ei = 0,1, • • • , pi - 1\

.),

«.-0,1,  •     •  , pn~  V

where each \fs,(i) is a polynomial in i with coefficients in F, y¡/e{t) denotes the eth

iterative of\p(t), such that the p,th iterative of \pr(i) is equal to i, and

4>i[*M =MtiW] U,k = i, • ••,»).

Consider the algebra An over F with the basis

•Vi* ■ ■ •;> (h = 0,1, • • • , d - l;e, - 0,1, • • • , p.- 1),

such that, for every polynomial P(i),

(20) jf, = gr(i) , jpP(i) = P[i?(i)]jr     (r - 1, • • •, n ;  m - 1, 2, • • •),

(21) jij? = Tm(i)Tm(h) ■ ■ ■ Tm(M-l)j?j} (s,r = 1, • • • , n; s > r),

* After the theorem is proved, we may replace (5) and (19) by their special cases (11) and (32),

which with the associative law imply the former.

f We do not include the facts that c\ and c2 in (15) and (17) are integers, since they follow from

the hypotheses (8).
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(22) Tm(i) = Tm,.,r = a(i)a(^M^) • • • «(«Ar""1),    « - «..r.

Then An is associative if and only if

dt ,»«> ,rOCt Ai'»)   =   CitA^r)as,r(^t)at,r (t  >  S  >  f) ,

TPrA.rgr(i)   =   grtyt),    «Í ,r«t ,,#,)   '   "   '  <*' ,r(tf <~l)gt(tr)   =  gt (t  >   f) ,

and gt(i) =gt(fa),for r, s, t = \, ■ ■ ■ , n.

After the theorem is proved, we may replace (202) and (21) by the special

cases

jri = 4>,(i)j„      j,jr = a,,r(t)jrj.

of them, since these and the associative law imply the former.

We shall prove Theorem 4 by induction on n, assuming* that 2 = yl„_i

is associative. Let R denote the relations (20) and (21) with subscripts re-

restricted to 1, • • -, n — \. Let R' denote the relations derived from R by

replacing i and jr by

(23) i' = Mi), jl = a».r(t)>.

By means of relations R we can evidently express any element of 2 in

the form

Pl-t Pn-i-l t _

(24) A   =    X     • • •       Y,     a*l.— ,'nj,*)jl   ■  •  ■ jn-l-

Similarly, by means of R, we can reduce any product AB to C, where B and

C are of type (24) with a's replaced by b's and c's, respectively. Let A'

denote the sum (24) with i and jr replaced by (23). Hence A'B' can be

reduced to C by means of relations R' (since the operations on the accented

letters are the same as those used on unaccented letters). In other words,

R' imply property (1).

By the remark below the theorem, R' follow from the special cases

(25) jl'. = gM, y/f. = *,(*■)./,', jljl = <*.A*.)j!j¡
(s,r = 1, • • • , n - \;s > r)

of them, in which the values of the j' in (23) are to be inserted. From (252)

and (202) with m = \, we get

0¡n,rlM«M¿)]./r  =  IrV i^n(Í) ]«n ,rjr

which is true by the assumption in the theorem.   Similarly, (253) becomes

* And employing the analog of the paragraph following (8). Compare the second paragraph of

§5.
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<Xn..OCnAÍ'-)j*jr  =  O!, ,r(<pn)an,ran ,,(l¡/r)jrj, .

By the relation below the theorem, this holds if and only if

(26) an,,an,T(\¡/,)a,,T = a. ,,#»)«„ ,raB ,,(&■)        (r,5=1, ••■,«— l;s>r).

By induction on m

í'm  —   T im
JT -í m ,n ,rjr  •

Hence (251) is equivalent to

(27) TPr,n,rgT{i)=gMn).

Since the desired formula (4i) is here (20i) with r = n, we must choose

y = gn (i) •  Then 7 = 7' becomes

(28) gn(i) - «„(*„).

Also, P=pn in (2), which requires proof only when y=gn9é0. If A is a

polynomial a(i) in i, (2) holds since

lkf"(i) = *,   gnagrT1 = a(i) = a(^/») = a("»).

As below (15), it remains only to consider (2) for A =_/'„ r<n.   By (20),

jrgn=gn(^r)jr- Hence shall

gnUM

for P=pn-  By induction on p,

>(p) = aû#n) • • ■ a(^„p_1)ir,  a » a»,,.

Hence (2) holds for A =jr if and only if

(29) a(i)attn) ■■ -ol{^"-1) =-7^' « = a»,r    (r = 1, ••-,»- 1).
g»(lM

Under the assumption that vl„_i is associative, we have now proved that

An is associative if and only if conditions (26)-(29) hold. But Ai is of the

type in Theorem 2 and hence is associative if and only if gi(i) =gi(4/i)- This

completes the proof of Theorem 4. It was first proved (in manuscript) two

years ago by J. S. Georges after very long reductions of all conditions aris-

ing from (1).

5. Algebras defined by an equation whose roots have three generators.

Let /(£) = 0 be an equation of degree pqs which is irreducible in F and has

the roots

(30) tm{<t>n[dr(i)]} (m < s,n < p,r<q).
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Let the roots satisfy relations (8) and

(31) r = W), e&) = H<t>v(e»)], <t>(t) = ^k(r)],

from which the argument i has been suppressed, while i is a minimum.

Let 2 be the algebra over F having the basis imj"k' (m^pqs — \, n^q — 1,

tUp — V) such that (5), (19), and f(i) =0 hold. As in the paragraph below (8),

2 may be obtained from Theorem 3 by replacing F by the field derived by

adjoining to F all elementary symmetric functions of the roots (7). We as-

sume (6), (14), (15), and (18). Then 2 is associative. We see that (5) and

(19) are consequences of the associative law and the set R of relations given

by (11) and the following cases of (19):

(32) k' = ß(i)je,  ki = 4>(i)k,  kj = a(i)jxk.

Let R' denote the set of like relations (11') and (32') with i,j, k replaced by

*'}j'> k', which are defined, in accord with (4) and (31), to be

(33) i' = f (s), J=f = e(i)j«k',  K^k' = 6(i)j»k>.

By the usual argument, relations R' imply property (1). We insert the

values (33) into the five relations R'. By (52) and (19£), we see that (112')

becomes
e^U>v(0y)]jvkv = ed(i)j»kv,

which is true by (312).   Similarly, (322) follows from (313).

Using TTm in (13), we see by induction on n that

(34) kjn = irn(i)jxnk.

By induction on m,

(35) *»7» = Bm,nj*mnkm,

(36) Bm,n(i) = TrÁ<t>n-l)TTzn(<t>n-2)irM<t>m-3) ■ ■ ■ «-»»-'»(i).

By (5,) and (19,),

KJ = ô([<t>'(6w)]jwk'jvkv.

Applying (35) with tn = z, n=y, and then (52), we get

(37) KJ = ôe[(t>*(d<°)]B,,y(dw)jw+xt>>k*+v.

We employ the abbreviations

(38) h(t) = y + x*y + x2vy H-h x^-^'y, A(0) = 0,

(39) Cd(i) = Kfo'0»)i(*i'0*<s))«(*,*0M,)) • • • e(^(¿-i)»fl»(¿-i))

X Bv,v(dv)B2T,v(dh^)B3v,v(ehW) ■ ■ ■ ■B(d_1).,v(0*(,,-1)),
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whence Ci = e.   Hence if d = l,

(40) /" = Cdjk^kd\

Assuming (40), we obtain the like result with d replaced by d-fT by using

(37) with 8, w, z replaced by Cd, h(d), dv, respectively, whence K is replaced

by Jd.   This proves (40) by induction.

The case d = q of (40) shows that (Hi ) is equivalent to

(41) Cqjh^k«° = g(i).

From (19x) by induction on n, we get

(42) k"   =  ßnj<»,    ßn{i)   =  ßß{B')   •   ■   ■ 0(0«<»-»).

Since no lower than the pth power of k is a polynomial in i and j, (41) re-

quires that

(43) qv = csp,    c3 an integer.

Replacing kq" by its value (42), and using (5), we see that the new form of

(41) involves j with the exponent

(44) h(q) + ed = c^q, c4 an integer,

and hence that (41) is equivalent to

(45) CA.(**(iV* = «(*)•

By a change of notation in (37) we see by (40) that

J*K = CxS(<t>xv0hM)Bxv,w(6h^)ßk"+',

(46) £ = h(x) + wxxv.

Thus £ is t(x, 1) in the notation (58). By (32/), aty)JzK = KJ. By the ex-

ponents of k, we have

(47) xv — v = dp.

We apply (42) with n replaced by c$.  By the resulting terms in j,

(48) £ + ec6 — w — x'y = c^q.

The resulting condition is

(49) ct(,4')CxO(<t>xv6hM)Bxv,w(e^)ßcX6t)g« = íe(**fl")3..»(0").

We obtain Kd from Jd by the replacement in (51).  Let

(50) H{t) = w + x*w + x2zw +-h x«-l)'w,    H(0) = 0,
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(51) Dd(i) be derived from (39) by replacing e, y, v, h by 5, w, z, H.

In these notations, we have

(52) K* = DdjB^kd*.

Hence (32/ ) becomes

DpjBÍP)kpz = ß(^)CcjhMke\

By the terms in k and those in y after reductions by (42), we must have

(53) ev = ctp, H(p) + ez — h(e) — ec7 = csq,

(54) Dpßz(0H(p))gc° = ß(1<)CeßCl(ehM).

We have now examined all the relations (11') and (32').

A comparison of (4i) with (31i) leads us to choose

(55) 7 = °Wk\

and later to identify the p in (4i) with our 5. By (40), (52),and (37) in changed

notations, we get

(56) JmKn = Fm,njt<n-n)kmv+n',

(57) Fm,n(i) =CJJn[<t>™(eh^)}Bmv,HM(Bh^),

(58) t(m,n) - h(m) + xmvH(n).

We take m = a, n = b.   Comparing the exponents of k in 7'= 7, we get

(59) av + bz - b = cap.

By (42),
kav+U  = ßjeck*.

Comparing the exponents of y in 7'= 7, we get

(60) ¿(<*,£>) + ec9 — a = cwq.

Hence the conditions for 7'= 7 are (59), (60), and

(61) <T(t)Fa,tßc,(6t(a'h))g°» = <j(i).

Finally, we consider (2), viz.,

(62) A^y = y A for all A in 2.

This holds if A is any polynomial P(i) in i.  For, by (192), (52), and (31i),

yP = ajaP(4>b)kb = <TP[<j>h(6a)]jak'> =* <jP(4l>)j"kb = PMy.
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By the remarks below (15), it remains only to find the conditions that (62)

shall hold for the values j and k of A.   By (33),

(63) j" = ((Í)/»!',      k" = SMJ-K*.

Hence for two sets of values of m and « we need a formula of type

(64) (J-K*)M =Gn,n,r{i)JHm-n-r)kl{m'n-T).

Accenting each member and applying (33) and (56), we get a relation which

is an identity in j and k if

(65) l(m,n,r+ 1) = vf+zl, f(m,n,r+ 1) =t(f,l),

(66) Gm,„,r+i = Gm,„,r(\l/)Ffii,

in which the arguments of / and I in the second members are m, n, r.  Since

we may identify (64) for r = 0 with (56),

(67) Gm,„,o = Fm,n, f(m,n,0) = t(m,n), l(m,n,0) = mv + nz.

For these initial values, (65) and (66) serve as recursion formulas to deter-

mine the /, /, G uniquely.

By (63i) and (64) with r=s — 2 we gety(,).   Its product on the right by

7 in (55) is found by the rule (37). Hence for V in (70),

jWy = Vjf+'"k,+i, yj = trBi,i(8')j'+*ki,

the second from (35).  These shall be equal by (62) with A =j.   Comparing

exponents of k and, after using (42), exponents of j, we get

(68) / = cnP, f + x'a + ecu — a — xh = cuq,

(69) F&u(0'+*'<Or» = ^6,1(0°),

(70) V-t&-i)G*to'60Bl..(fi0,

where the arguments of / and / and the subscripts of G are y, v, s — 2.

Similarly, starting with (632), we find that (62) holds with A =k if and

only if

(71) I — 1 = cup, f+xla + ecu — a = cuq,

(72) Wß^ief+'^t» = a,

where W is derived from (70) by replacing e by 5, and the arguments of /

and I and the subscripts of G are now w, z, s — 2.

By Theorem 1 with p replaced by s, we now have
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Theorem 5. Let an equation /(£) =0 be of degree pqs, be irreducible in a

field F, and have the roots (30) satisfying relations (8) and (31). Consider the

algebra over F having the basis imjnk'Ec(m = 0, • • • , pqs — 1; n = 0, ■ ■ • , q — 1;

/ = 0, - ■ ■ , p-\; c = 0, • • • , s-\) withf(i) = 0, (5), (19), and*

E> = <r(i)j°k», E"P(i) = P(f)E',

(73) r     n r

ïfAere

y(r)  = e(^-l)(/>'ü:B)(r-2))      ¿CD  = 5(^-1) (/»£«) <--2>

are found by (64), wMe ¿Äez> jía powers may be found by (40) with altered

parameters. This algebra is associative if and only if conditions (6), (14), (15),

(18), (45), (49), (54), (61), (69), and (72) hold.

We do not include as conditions the facts that Ci, ■ • • , cu are integers

in (15), (17), (43), (44), (47), (48), (53), (59), (60), (68), and (71), since we
shall prove in §6 that they follow from the hypotheses (8) and (31).

6. Groups. Let ri(i), • • ■ , rd(i) denote the d rootsf (30) arranged in an

arbitrarily chosen order. Let y and k be any of the numbers 1, • • • , d. By

means of (8) and (31), we can evidently reduce the function f*[r,■(*)] to the

form (30) and hence obtain a certain root r ¡(i). If j is fixed, but k takes the

values 1, • • • , d, then I takes the same values rearranged. Hence we obtain

a substitution 5,- on the d roots which is said to replace r* by r¡.

Similarly, if t is fixed and ri[rt(i)] "ff, we obtain a substitution 5( which

replaces r% by r¡.   Let r,-[r <(»')] =rc.   Then

rk(rc) = rk[ri(rt)] = r¡(rt) = rf,

which defines a substitution Sc replacing r* by rs. It is called the product

of Sj by St and denoted by 5,5(.

We therefore have a group of d substitutions 5 such that

(75) SjSt = Sc   if   r,h(*)] = rc(i),

while 5,- is uniquely determined by the root r¡(i).

We return to the notation (30) for the roots.   Let 0, $>, ̂  denote the

* After the theorem is proved, we may replace (5), (19), and the last three of (73) by their special

cases (11), (32) and

(74) Ei=t(i)E,    Ej=j'E,    Ek = k'E,   /'and *'in (33).

In fact, the latter and the associative law imply the former.

t The same discussion applies to (7), to the Abelian equation in Theorem 4, and to any equation

whose roots are all rational functions of one root.
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substitutions determined by the roots 0(i), <j>(i), ̂ (¿), respectively.   By (8),

(31), and (75), we get*

©» = 1,   $p = 0%   «ï»-1©^ = ©*,

(76)
\Jr»  =   <J>&©<»      v^-1©^   =   $"©1/      \f/-l<|>\f/   =   $2@w

in which g, p, s cannot be replaced by smaller positive integers.

Write j, k, E for the inverses of ©, Í», 1îr, respectively, and define /, K.

Taking the inverse of each equation (76), we get

jq = \, k" = j",       kj = j*k,      E' = j°k»,
(77)

Ej = JE,     Ek = KE,     J=jvk°,     K=j"k*.

We evidently have the same relation between the parameters q, p,e,x, ■ • ■

for (77) as for (76).

The developments in §5 were based on (11), (32), and (73) as simplified

in (74). If we suppress all factors which are polynomials in i, we obtain

(77) and conclude that all resulting relations in §5 become consequences of

(77). The fact that c3, ■ ■ ■ , Cu in (43), • • ■ , (71) are all integers is therefore

a consequence of (77) and hence of (76) and therefore of (8) and (31).

Theorem 6. That c\, ■ ■ ■ , Cu in (15), • • • , (71) are integers are conditions

for the existence of the group.

While the proof applies also to c\ and c2 in (15) and (17), our former veri-

fication was more elementary.

7. Simplifications. Our conditions involve the product wm in (13). When

m is large, the number m of factors may be reduced. Since 09(¿) =i, evidently

Tr„+q = irnirq.   By induction on y,

(78) 1"n+|/3  =   Tnir/.

Here we may replace irq by its simple value from (14). Hence we may materi-

ally reduce the number of factors in condition (18).  To this end we write

(79) x2 = Xi + qyi,   xx2 = x3 + qy3, • ■ ■ , xxp-i = xp + qyp (0 < xk < q).

Evidently xk=xk (mod q). Thus xp = l by (17). Write

(80) aZk =  TTx^'+l

* We do not use the illuminating fact that if we start with an equation irreducible in F whose

roots are rational functions of one root i with coefficients in F, and whose Galois group for F is

generated by 0, *, * subject to (76), then the roots are (30) and satisfy relations (8) and (31).

Similarly for the first line of (76) and the roots (ß) satisfying (8).
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also when k = l, taking Xi=x.   Then (18) is equivalent to*

(81) a(<l>*-l)aXi(<t>*-*)aZ2(<t>*-3) ■ ■ ■ «^foja^ = ßß~l(d) .

In §5 we may again simplify irn in (34) by use of (78) and (14) and reduce

the exponent xn of j below q. The new (35) is automatically simplified.

After writing this paper, the author suggested to Miss Dora McFarland that

she simplify the further formulas in §5. To do this she reduced at every stage

all exponents of j and k below q and p, respectively (see the preceding foot-

note). But the work became far more complicated and the formulas ex-

ceedingly complex.

8. Example, interpretations. Let x = q — 1 in §3. We exclude the case

q = 2, since the equation is then Abelian and falls under §4. Then p is even

by (17).  By the last part of (15), 2es=0 (mod q). But 0^e<q.  Hence

(82) either e = 0, or q is even and e = %q.

Since x, 2x, ■ ■ ■ , (q—\)x are congruent to q — 1, q — 2, ■ ■ • , 1, modulo q,

(83) xa = cca(0)a(d2) ■ ■ ■ a(8^).

From (79), (80), and x2 = l+q(q — 2), we see that if k is even,

Xk = l,    y h = q — 2,    ax¡¡ = a;

if k is odd,

** = x,    yk = 0, aXk = ira_ig«-2 a« x,

(84) X(i) = a-a(d2)a(ds) ■ ■ ■ a(d"-l)g^-2.

Hence (81) becomes

(85) a(*»-l)x(**-,)«(*p-,)x(*'-4) • • • «fo)x(») - ßß'Ke).

Now (15) becomes

(86) ß(4>) = ß if e = 0; ß(<t>)veg'-1 - ß if e - I?.

Theorem 7. When x = q — 1 ¿« Theorem 3, iAe conditions that the algebra

be associative are (6), (14), (85), arad (86).

A long proof of Theorem 7 was given in I, pp. 228-34.

We shall now simplify (85) and interpret it.  Multiply (84) by a(d)g and

apply (14) and (83) ; we get

(87) a(6)gx = g(<¡>).

* We may prove (81) independently of (18). By induction on r, /(r) is the product of the left

member of (81) with p changed to r by j*r. The case r=p shows that (2) with A=j becomes

(81).
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In (85) we insert the resulting fractional expression for x> clear of de-

nominators, and obtain Mß(6) =Lß, where

M = «to»-1)«^-3) • • • a(4>)g(<p-1)g(<*>"-3) • • • g(<p),

L = a(0<p-2)a(04>»-*>) • • • a(0)g(<¿."-2)g(<p-4) • • • g,

in which consecutive superior letters differ by 2.

Since $ transforms © into its inverse, <£* is commutative with © if s is

even. Then <f>' is commutative with 6 and 6~l. If in L we replace i by 0_10,

and apply (6), we get M.  Hence we may replace (85) by

(88) L(i)ß = L(d-^)ß(8).

In (83) replace i by 6.  Hence 0fa(0)] =4>, <t>(6) = 0_1(0)-
Let e = 0 and write B(i) for L(i)ß.    In (861) replace i by 0; we get

(3[0-1(0)]=/3(0).  Then (88) gives

(89) B(d-1<i>) = B(i) or B(6~l) = B(<l>-1).

9. Normalization of groups with two generators. Let the generators ©

and $ satisfy the relations in the first line of (76). We may write e = ef,

where/is prime to q, and all prime factors of e divide q. Some of those primes

are denoted by r¡ and the others by Si, as follows. We may write e=aR,

where a is a product of powers of the sit and R is a product of powers of the

r¿, such that the exponent of the highest power of r¿ [or s{] which divides

R [or <r] is > [or ^ ] the exponent of its power which divides q. We may

write q =pQ, where p is a product of powers of the r¿, no one of which divides

Q. Hence p is a divisor of R, and R/p is divisible by each r<. Also, each s¿

divides Q, and a is a divisor of Q. Write E = Q+R/p. Since each r¿ divides

R/p, but not Q, no ri divides E. If a prime divides Q, it is distinct from the

r< and hence is not a factor of R/p and therefore not of E. Hence q—pQ is

prime to E. Since E and / are both prime to q, ß = ®Ef generates all powers

of ©.   Now Ep = Qp-\-R=R (mod pQ = q). Multiplication by 0/ shows that
QP" = QptBf =  QcfB  =  ©e_

By (762), $P = Q'"', and pa divides pQ = q.

Theorem 8. We may employ a power of © as a new generator in place of

0 such that the new e in (76) is a divisor of q.
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